
 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations Tori Kennedy for being the featured February, 2014 I CCAIR recipient 
 
I’d like to nominate Tori Kennedy for the I CCAIR recipient. 
Anyone who has had the opportunity to work with Tori knows 
that she truly is a person who cares and has a passion for 
healthcare. Tori continually strives to ensure the needs of the 
hospital and the patients are met, through her daily role as 
buyer at CMH. I would like to nominate her not just because of 
the incredible job she does as a buyer, rather because of one of 
the many examples of where Tori shows her care and passion 
for healthcare as well as her belief that we are accountable to 
help whenever we can.  
 
Many of us will be donating blood on February 14th at CMH’s 
blood drive, including our CEO who will be donating for the 
100th time. What many don’t know is that this was something Tori took upon herself to arrange. Tori collaborated not 
only with internal staff, also with the blood bank. She set up meetings to find out what was required to have the blood 
bank onsite, who needed to be involved internally and how to encourage others to donate. Once the clinic was set up, 
Tori didn’t sit back. She continues to actively promote it and encourages others to get involved.  
 
Did you know that one blood donation can save up to three lives? I didn’t, nor did I put much thought into donating 
blood….all that has changed and I will be making my first blood donation on Friday, thanks to the opportunity Tori has 
arranged and personal encouragement to get involved. Tori is truly a passionate and caring person who deserves to be 
recognized for all that she does.  
 
Nominator: Courtney Calma, Purchasing 
 
What is the I CCAIR Recognition Program?  
I CCAIR is the exciting new recognition program at CMH designed to enthusiastically acknowledge and celebrate the stories of living our core values; Caring, 
Collaboration, Accountability, Innovation and Respect (CCAIR!). This program is open to all the exceptional people of CMH including staff, volunteers and physicians. 
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